This paper makes use of the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equations to describe the propagation of an intense, non-neutral ion beam through a periodic focusing solenoidal field with coupling coefficient z (sϩS)ϭ z (s) in the thin-beam approximation (r b ӶS). The nonlinear ␦F formalism is developed for numerical simulation applications by dividing the total distribution function F b into a zero-order part (F b 0 ) that propagates through the average focusing field z ϭconst, plus a perturbation (␦F b ) which evolves nonlinearly in the zero-order and perturbed field configurations. To illustrate the application of the technique to axisymmetric, matched-beam propagation, nonlinear ␦F-simulation results are presented for the case where F b 0 corresponds to a thermal equilibrium distribution, and the oscillatory component of the coupling coefficient, ␦ z (s)ϭ z (s)Ϫ z , turns on adiabatically over many periods S of the focusing lattice. For adiabatic turn-on of ␦ z (s) over 20-100 lattice periods, the amplitude of the mismatch oscillation is reduced by more than one order of magnitude compared to the case where the field oscillation is turned on suddenly. Quiescent, matched-beam propagation at high beam intensities is demonstrated over several hundred lattice periods.
I. INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL MODEL
It is increasingly important to develop an improved theoretical understanding of the equilibrium, stability, and transport properties of intense non-neutral beams propagating in periodic focusing accelerators and transport systems. [1] [2] [3] [4] The influence of space-charge effects on nonlinear beam dynamics, stability properties, and halo formation is particularly pronounced at the high beam currents and beam densities in the next-generation accelerators envisioned for heavy ion fusion, tritium production, and spallation neutron sources. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Advanced numerical simulations and analytical studies [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] are playing an increasingly critical role in validating theoretical models for comparison with experiment and in the design optimization of next-generation accelerators and beam transport systems. This paper develops the nonlinear ␦F formalism for intense beam propagation through a periodic solenoidal focusing field, [20] [21] [22] 36, 37 and presents simulation results applying the ␦F formalism to the case of high-intensity matched-beam propagation over hundreds of lattice periods.
Nonlinear ␦F simulation techniques have been applied successfully to model the nonlinear dynamics and stability properties of magnetically confined fusion plasmas, [38] [39] [40] and intense non-neutral beam propagation through a periodic quadrupole lattice, 29, 30 and through a uniform focusing solenoidal field. 41 Such ␦F schemes are found to be attractive in comparison with standard particle-in-cell simulations because they exhibit minimal noise and accuracy problems.
The theoretical model is based on the nonlinear VlasovPoisson equations 1, 42 and is described in the remainder of Sec. I. In Sec. II, the nonlinear ␦F formalism is developed for intense beam propagation through a periodic focusing solenoidal field with coupling coefficient z (sϩS)ϭ z (s). The total distribution function F b is divided into a zero-order part (F b 0 ) that propagates through the average focusing field z ϭconst, plus a perturbation (␦F b ) which evolves nonlinearly in the zero-order and perturbed field configurations. To illustrate the application of the technique to axisymmetric, matched-beam propagation, nonlinear ␦F-simulation results are presented in Sec. III for the case where F b 0 corresponds to a thermal equilibrium distribution, and the oscillatory component of the coupling coefficient, ␦ z (s)ϭ z (s)Ϫ z , turns on adiabatically over many periods S of the focusing lattice. For adiabatic turn-on of ␦ z (s) over 20-100 lattice periods, the amplitude of the mismatch oscillation is reduced by more than one order of magnitude compared to the case where the field oscillation is turned on suddenly. Quiescent, matched-beam propagation at high beam intensities is demonstrated over several hundred lattice periods.
To summarize the theoretical model, we consider a thin, intense non-neutral ion beam with characteristic radius r b and axial momentum ␥ b m␤ b c propagating in the z direction through a periodic solenoidal focusing field, B sol (x) ϭB z (s)ê z Ϫ(r/2)B z Ј(s)ê r , where B z (sϩS)ϭB z (s) is the axial field component, s is the axial coordinate, Sϭconst is the periodicity length, the ''prime'' denotes derivative with respect to s, and rϭ(x 2 ϩy 2 ) 1/2 is the radial distance from the beam axis. Here, we assume a thin beam with r b ӶS and ϭZ i 2 e 2 N b /mc 2 Ӷ␥ b , where is Budker's parameter, ␥ b mc 2 is the characteristic energy of a beam particle, ␥ b ϭ(1Ϫ␤ b 2 ) Ϫ1/2 is the relativistic mass factor, V b ϭ␤ b c is the axial velocity, c is the speed of light in vacuo, and Z i e and m are the ion charge and rest mass, respectively. The quantity N b ϭ͐dx dy n b is the number of beam particles per unit axial length, where n b (x,y,s) is the particle density. The thin-beam approximation (r b ӶS) and the assumption of small Budker's parameter (Ӷ␥ b ) are consistent approxima-tions provided the transverse momentum components of a beam particle, p x and p y , and the characteristic axial momentum spread, ␦p z , are small in comparison with the directed axial momentum ␥ b m␤ b c, which we assume to be the case. In addition, the present analysis is carried out in the electrostatic approximation, where the self-electric field produced by the beam space-charge is E s ϭϪ" s , and the electrostatic potential s (x,y,s) is determined self-consistently from Poisson's equation. Furthermore, to determine the selfmagnetic field B s ϭ"؋A z s ê z produced by the beam current, it is assumed that the axial velocity profile V zb ( 
Here, (X,Y ,XЈY Ј) are phase-space variables appropriate to the Larmor frame, and the normalized potential (X,Y ,s) is determined self-consistently from Poisson's equation
͑3͒
In Eq. ͑3͒, n b (X,Y ,s)ϭ͐dXЈ dY Ј F b is the particle density, where S is the lattice period. Apart from the requirement z (s)у0 ͓see Eq. ͑1͔͒, the oscillatory component ␦ z (s) is allowed to have arbitrary amplitude.
As is customary in the nonlinear ␦F formalism, we divide the distribution function 
In Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒, , and the zero-order acceleration components in Eq. ͑10͒ are defined by
With regard to the nonlinear evolution of
It then follows that
Here, d/ds is the total derivative following the exact particle motion defined according to Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒, and use has been made of dF b /dsϭ0. Expressing ϭ 0 ϩ␦, and making use of dXЈ/dsϭdXЈ/ds͉ 0 Ϫ␦ z (s)XϪ(‫ץ/ץ‬X)␦, it readily follows from Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑14͒ that d ds
Here, use has been made of ␦F b ϭwF b ϭw(1Ϫw) 
Here, the Hamiltonian H Ќ and canonical angular momentum P ⌰ are exact single-particle constants of the motion (dH Ќ /dsϭ0ϭdP ⌰ /ds) in the equilibrium field configuration because d z /dsϭ0, and ‫0‪⌰ϭ‬ץ/ץ‬ is assumed in Eqs. ͑10͒-͑12͒. The fact that general distribution function F b 0 (H Ќ , P ⌰ ) exactly solves the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equations ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ is readily verified by direct substitution and application of the chain rule for differentiation.
There is clearly enormous latitude 41, 42 in specifying the functional form of the zero-order distribution F b 0 (H Ќ , P ⌰ ) which serves as the background distribution for the nonlinear ␦F formalism summarized in Sec. II A and the simulation studies in Sec. III. Once the functional form of F b 0 (H Ќ , P ⌰ ) is specified, a wide variety of beam equilibrium properties can be calculated, e.g., the density profile n b
0 , the transverse temperature profile, etc. In addition, we define the statistical average ͗͘ 0 of a phase function over the distribution function
For example, the unnormalized beam emittance ⑀ 0 and meansquare beam radius R b0 2 associated with the equilibrium distribution F b 0 are defined in the usual manner by
Here, dR b0 /dsϭ0ϭd⑀ 0 /ds by virtue of the fact that F b 0 and 0 correspond to equilibrium solutions with ‫ץ/ץ‬sϭ0. Without presenting algebraic details, it can be shown that the entire class of distribution functions F b 0 (H Ќ , P ⌰ ) solving Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ satisfies the global radial force balance condition
, valid for general choice of F b 0 (H Ќ , P ⌰ ), represents a powerful constraint condition on equilibrium beam properties. As expected, Eq. ͑20͒ is similar in form to the familiar envelope equation 1, 22, 36 for the outer radius r b of a uniform-density Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij ͑KV͒ beam equilibrium 5 in the smooth-beam approximation (dr b /ds ϭ0) provided we make the identification R b0 ϭr b /ͱ2. For specified values of z , K, and ⑀ 0 2 , note that Eq. ͑20͒ can be solved for the mean-square beam radius to give
.
͑21͒
As expected, note from Eq. ͑21͒ that R b0 2 increases with increasing beam intensity ͑K͒, increasing beam emittance (⑀ 0 ), and decreasing solenoidal field strength ( z ).
In the remainder of Sec. II B, we summarize briefly the equilibrium properties for a few specific choices of distribution function
that do not depend explicitly on canonical angular momentum P ⌰ . In this case, because H Ќ is an even function of XЈ and Y Ј ͓see Eq. ͑18͔͒, it follows that there is no average rotation of the beam in the Larmor frame, i.e.,
For future reference, we briefly consider here three specific examples of equilibrium distribution functions F b 0 (H Ќ ), ranging from thermal equilibrium ͓Eq. ͑23͔͒, to choices of distribution function in which F b 0 (H Ќ ) has an inverted population in transverse phase-space variables ͓Eqs. ͑24͒ and ͑25͔͒. Specifically, we consider the following choices of
Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij (KV) equilibrium:
Gaussian inverted-population (GIP) equilibrium:
where the constant A is defined by
Here, n b and T Ќb are positive constants with dimensions of density and temperature ͑energy units͒, respectively, H Ќ is the ͑dimensionless͒ Hamiltonian defined in Eq. ͑18͒, and ⌬ is a positive, dimensionless constant. Without loss of generality, we take the on-axis self-field potential to be 0 (Rϭ0) ϭ0, and identify n b ϭn b 0 (Rϭ0) with the on-axis beam density. For each choice of F b 0 (H Ќ ) in Eqs. ͑23͒-͑25͒, the normalized electrostatic potential 0 (R), is determined selfconsistently in terms of the beam density n b 0 (R) 
where n b
. A detailed evaluation of beam equilibrium properties for the choice of distribution functions in Eqs. ͑23͒-͑25͒ is presented elsewhere, 21 and essential results are summarized in Table I . Here, for the Gaussian inverted-population ͑GIP͒ distribution in Eq. ͑25͒ and Table I , the effective potential
In the limit ⌬→0 ϩ , note that A→1 and the Gaussian distribution in Eq. ͑25͒ reduces exactly to the ͑singular͒ KV distribution in Eq. ͑24͒, because of the identity
for each choice of F b 0 (H Ќ ) in Eqs. ͑23͒-͑25͒, the meansquare beam radius R b0 2 is related to the self-field perveance
2 , the average focusing coefficient z , and the unnormalized beam emittance ⑀ 0 by the radial force-balance equation ͑20͒, or equivalently, Eq. ͑21͒. Furthermore, the necessary condition for the existence of radially confined equilibrium solutions with n b 0 (R→ϱ)ϭ0 can be expressed as 21 ,42
Here, pb 2 ϭ4Z i 2 e 2 n b /␥ b m is the on-axis plasma frequency-squared. Equation ͑28͒ is simply a statement that the magnetic focusing force ͑as measured by z ␤ b 2 c 2 ) must exceed the net repulsive self-field force ͑as measured by pb 2 /2␥ b 2 ) for existence of radially confined equilibria. For the choice of distribution functions in Eqs. ͑23͒ and ͑25͒, we note from Table I that the formal expressions for the density profile n b 0 (R) depend explicitly on 0 (R), and the ͑highly nonlinear͒ Poisson's equation ͑11͒ for 0 (R) must be solved numerically. As a general remark, whenever the dimensionless parameter ␦ is sufficiently small in comparison with unity, the density profile n b 0 (R) calculated numerically from Eq. ͑11͒ and Table I is found to be radially very broad in units of the thermal Debye length. For example, for the thermal equilibrium distribution in Eq. ͑23͒, whenever ␦Ӷ1 is sufficiently small, it is found that the rms beam radius R b0 is much larger than the thermal Debye length
, with n b 0 (R)Ӎn b ϭconst, in the beam interior, and n b 0 (R) dropping rapidly to exponentially small values over a few Debye lengths at the beam surface. 21, 42 For the specific choice of thermal equilibrium distribution F b 0 (H Ќ ) in Eq. ͑23͒, typical numerical solutions for the radial density profile n b Fig. 1 . Here, we have introduced an equivalent lattice period S eq defined by S eq ϭ1/ͱ z , and Fig. 1 . As expected, we note from Fig. 1 that the shape of the density profile n b 0 (R) varies from diffuse and bell-shaped for KS eq /⑀ 0 ϭ0.5, to a density profile with relatively sharp radial boundary for KS eq /⑀ 0 ϭ5.
From Table I , there are interesting similarities and differences in the equilibrium properties calculated for the distribution functions in Eqs. ͑23͒-͑25͒. For example, both Eq. ͑23͒ and Eq. ͑25͒ lead to bell-shaped density profiles with maximum density (n b ) occurring on axis (Rϭ0). By con- 
͑zero, otherwise͒ Table I , the transverse temperature profile T Ќb 0 (R) is uniform ͑and equal to T Ќb ϭconst) for the thermal equilibrium distribution in Eq. ͑23͒, whereas T Ќb 0 (R) decreases as a function of R for the inverted-population distributions in Eqs. ͑24͒ and ͑25͒.
The Gaussian inverted-population distribution in Eq. ͑25͒ is particularly interesting. As noted earlier, in the limit ⌬→0 ϩ , Eq. ͑25͒ reduces identically to the KV beam equilibrium 5 in Eq. ͑24͒. Furthermore, from Eq. ͑27͒ and Table I , because V(Rϭ0)ϭT Ќb /␥ b m␤ b 2 c 2 and V(R→ϱ) ϭϪϱ, it follows that n b 0 (Rϭ0)ϭn b , and the density n b 0 (R) decreases monotonically with increasing R, with n b 0 (R→ϱ) ϭ0. In the limit ⌬→0 ϩ , the density profile n b 0 (R) corresponding to Eq. ͑25͒ of course reduces to the step-function profile in Table I for the KV distribution. An appealing feature of the Gaussian inverted-population distribution in Eq. ͑25͒ relative to the KV distribution in Eq. ͑24͒ is the fact that the velocity derivative factor, F b 0 Ϫ1 ‫ץ‬F b 0 /‫ץ‬XЈ, which occurs in Eq. ͑15͒ for the weight function w, is not a singular function for the case of the Gaussian inverted-population distribution ͑when ⌬ 0͒, whereas it is a singular function for the case of a KV distribution. Nonetheless, Eq. ͑25͒ does enjoy some similarity in features to Eq. ͑24͒, e.g., an inverted population in phase space. By contrast, the thermal equilibrium distribution in Eq. ͑23͒ is a monotonic decreasing function of H Ќ with ‫ץ‬F b 0 /‫ץ‬H Ќ р0. We therefore expect the stability properties of the equilibrium distribution in Eq. ͑23͒ to differ from the stability properties of the equilibrium distributions in Eqs. ͑24͒ and ͑25͒, which have inverted populations in H Ќ .
42
Although nonlinear ␦F-simulation results for high-intensity matched-beam propagation are presented in Sec. III only for the case of the thermal equilibrium distribution F b 0 (H Ќ ) in Eq. ͑23͒, we have summarized above and in Table I equilibrium properties for the two other choices of distribution functions in Eqs. ͑24͒ and ͑25͒ for reference in future nonlinear ␦F-simulation studies. 
C. Dynamics of root-mean-square beam radius R b "s…

III. NONLINEAR ␦F SIMULATION STUDIES
In this section, we present the equations followed in the nonlinear ␦F simulations, discuss initial conditions and conservation properties, and present numerical results for several choices of the adiabatic turn-on parameter ␣, and dimensionless self-field parameter KS/⑀ 0 . All simulations presented here corresponds to the case where F b 0 (H Ќ ) is chosen to be the thermal equilibrium distribution in Eq. ͑23͒ ͑see also wavelengths e ϭ2/k e and s ϭ2/k s ϭS ͓see Eq. ͑34͔͒.
The ␦F simulations follow the particle trajectories and weights as functions of s. One can derive the necessary equations using the Klimontovich representation for the distribution function Phase-space plots corresponding to (X,Y ) at ͑a͒ sϭ0 and ͑b͒ s ϭ500 S eq , and (X,XЈ) at ͑c͒ sϭ0 and ͑d͒ sϭ500 S eq . System parameters correspond to a thermal equilibrium beam with KS eq /⑀ 0 ϭ7 propagating through a uniform focusing field with ␦ z (s)ϭ0. Other parameters for this simulation correspond to N p ϭ10,000 particles, 512 radial grid points, and time step ⌬sϭ0.01 S eq .
turbations about the thermal equilibrium distribution F b 0 (H Ќ ) in Eq. ͑23͒, the equations for X i (s) and w i (s) reduce to ͓see Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑15͔͒
͑39͒
For the simulations presented here, we assume an axisym- 
Similarly, from Eqs. ͑30͒, ͑37͒, and ␦F b ϭwF b , we monitor the change in emittance-squared calculated from
͑42͒
Simulation results are presented in this section for the case where B z (s)ϭB z0 ͓1ϩ(1/2)⌬(s)cos(2s/S)͔ and ⌬(s) is defined in Eq. ͑36͒. For ␣ϭϱ ͑sudden turn-on͒, ␦ z (s) turns on abruptly to the wave form in Eq. ͑31͒. On the other hand, for ␣Ӷ1 ͑adiabatic turn-on͒, ␦ z (s) turns on slowly and achieves the wave form in Eq. ͑31͒ for sӷS/␣. In this section, we present simulation results for the case where ͱ z Sϭ1, corresponding to SϭS eq ϭ1/ͱ z . It is also convenient to define an effective phase advance by ϵ⑀ 0 S/2R b0 2 , where R b0 2 is the equilibrium mean-square radius defined in Eq. ͑21͒. Therefore, for ͱ z Sϭ1, it follows that the vacuum phase advance v ϵlim K→0 is v ϭ57.3°. From Eq. ͑21͒ and ϭ⑀ 0 S/2R b0 2 , it then follows that the depressed phase advance ͑including space-charge effects͒ is ϭ44.7°and ϭ11°for the two cases KS/⑀ 0 ϭ0.5 and KS/⑀ 0 ϭ5, respectively. In the simulations presented in this section, unless otherwise indicated, we take ⌬ m ϭ0.2 as suggested in Ref. 37 , and the simulations are carried out with N p ϭ20 000 particles, 1024 radial grid points, and time steps of ⌬s/Sϭ0.001. merically from Eq. ͑40͒ over the intervals ͑a͒ sϭ0 to sϭ50 S eq , and ͑b͒ sϭ450 S eq ϭsϭ500 S eq . ͑c͒ shows a plot of the fast-Fourier transform of ␦R b (s) integrated over the interval sϭ0 to sϭ500 S eq . System parameters are identical to those in Fig. 2. ␦ z (s)/ z from sϭ0 to sϭ50 S; ͑b͒ ␦ z (s)/ z from sϭ290 S to sϭ300 S; ͑c͒ ␦R b (s)/R b0 from sϭ90 S to sϭ100 S; ͑d͒ ␦R b (s)/R b0 from sϭ290 S to sϭ300 S; ͑e͒ ␦⑀(s)/⑀ 0 from sϭ90 S to sϭ100 S; and ͑f͒ ␦⑀(s)/⑀ 0 from sϭ290 S to sϭ300 S. Also shown are fast-Fourier transform plots of ␦R b (s) where averages are ͑g͒ from sϭ0 to sϭ100 S, and ͑h͒ from sϭ0 to sϭ300 S.
The initial conditions at sϭ0 for the particle positions and momenta are chosen consistently 41 with the thermal equilibrium distribution in Eq. ͑23͒. Although we do not do so here, Parker and Lee 39 have suggested a method for initializing with an arbitrary distribution, which could allow increased resolution in particularly interesting regions of the simulation, such as near the beam edge. The particle weights are chosen to be zero at sϭ0. In the ␦F scheme, the particle weights determine how the beam properties deviate from equilibrium. Choosing zero for the initial value of the weights implies ␦R b (0)ϭ0 and ͑because the thermal equilibrium distribution function is even in XЈ and Y Ј), ␦R b Ј(0)ϭ0. As shown in Sec. II C, these choices for ␦R b (0) and ␦R b Ј(0) lead to a mismatched beam for sudden turn-on of the periodic field in Eq. ͑31͒. Matching the beam by choosing ␦R b (0) and ␦R b Ј(0) as specified in Eq. ͑35͒ would require initializing the weights correctly, and it is not readily apparent how to accomplish this, as many choices for the initial particle weights would lead to the prescribed ␦R b (0) and ␦R b Ј(0). As an extreme example, one can imagine choosing all initial particle weights to be zero except for one, which is chosen by means of Eq. ͑41͒ to satisfy Eq. ͑35͒. To avoid this ambiguity, we take all initial particle weights to be zero, and instead accomplish beam matching by the adiabatic turn-on of ␦ z (s).
Conservation of the total number of particles requires that the sum of the particle weights be equal to zero for all s, i.e.,
This constraint is a useful diagnostic for testing how well the code is modeling the true beam dynamics. For the sample parameters given above, we find ͗w i ͘Ϸ0.001 over a distance sϭ100S. This deviation decreases approximately linearly with decreasing time step, so the deviation is due to integration error. In ␦F simulations of tokamak plasmas, similar discrepancies 45 have been observed. For the results presented in this paper, we adjust for this deviation by subtracting ͗w͘ from each particle weight at the beginning of each time step, thus ensuring particle number conservation. As a simple test case, we first present simulation results for intense beam propagation through a uniform focusing field with ␦ z (s)ϭ0 and ⌬ m ϭ0. Typical numerical results are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 for the choice of self-field parameter KS eq /⑀ 0 ϭ7, and the corresponding envelope oscillation wave number determined from Eq. ͑33͒ is given by k e S eq ϭ1.43. Figure 2 shows phase space plots in (X,Y ) and (X,XЈ) phase space at sϭ0 and sϭ500 S eq . As would be expected, for ␦ z (s)ϭ0, the ͑stable͒ thermal equilibrium beam propagates quiescently over large distances with negligible change of the distribution in phase space. Shown in some increase in oscillation amplitude in the interval s ϭ450 S eq to sϭ500 S eq ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒ relative to the interval s ϭ0 to sϭ50 S eq ͓Fig. ␦R b (s)/R b0 is plotted from sϭ90 S to sϭ100 S in frame ͑c͒, and from sϭ290 S to sϭ300 S in frame ͑d͒; ␦⑀(s)/⑀ 0 is plotted from sϭ90 S to sϭ100 S in frame ͑e͒, and from s ϭ290 S to sϭ300 S in frame ͑f͒; and the fast-Fourier transform of ␦R b (s) is plotted versus kS, with averages taken from sϭ0 to sϭ100 S in frame ͑g͒, and from sϭ0 to s ϭ300 S in frame ͑h͒. the periodic wave form in Eq. ͑31͒ instantaneously at sϭ0, and sustains this wave form from sϭ0 to sϭ300 S. As evident from Figs. 4 and 5, the change in emittance remains extremely small over the entire propagation interval, with ͉␦⑀/⑀ 0 ͉Շ10 Ϫ14 in the high-intensity case ͓Figs. 4͑e͒ and 4͑f͔͒, and ͉␦⑀/⑀ 0 ͉Շ5ϫ10 Ϫ13 in the low-intensity case ͓Figs. 5͑e͒ and 5͑f͔͒. It is evident that there is also a very small ͑negative͒ dc offset of a few parts in 10 13 that develops in Figs. 5͑e͒ and 5͑f͒. This offset is due to integration errors that develop in computing the weights ͕w i ͖, and can be re- ϪR b0 , has strong oscillatory components at both the fundamental wavelength s ϭ2/k s ϭS of the periodic focusing field, and at the ͑longer͒ envelope oscillation wavelength e ϭ2/k e , where k e is defined in Eq. ͑33͒ ͓see and 6͑h͒ that a moderately strong envelope oscillation at wavelength e ϭ2/k e still persists, although it is greatly reduced in intensity relative to the sudden turn-on case in Fig. 4 . However, for KS/⑀ 0 ϭ5 and even slower adiabatic turn-on corresponding to ␣ϭ0.02 in Fig. 10 , it is clear from Figs. 10͑c͒, 10͑d͒, 10͑g͒, and 10͑h͒ that the beam is highly matched in the high-intensity case. We conclude from the simulation results presented in Figs dius R obtained numerically at successive half-lattice periods corresponding to ͑a͒ sϭ299 S, ͑b͒ sϭ299.5 S, and ͑c͒ sϭ300 S. System parameters in the simulation are identical to those in Fig. 10 . ϭ2/k s ϭS corresponding to that of the periodic focusing field.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed and applied the nonlinear ␦F formalism for intense non-neutral beam propagation through a periodic focusing solenoidal field z (sϩS) ϭ z (s). Following a description of the theoretical model ͑Sec. I͒, the ␦F formalism was developed ͑Sec. II͒ by dividing the total distribution F b into a zero-order part (F b 0 ) that propagates through the average focusing field z ϭconst, plus a perturbation (␦F b ) which evolves nonlinearly in the zero-order and perturbed field configurations, including the effects of the oscillatory component of the focusing field, ϩ␦F b corresponds to a periodically focused beam equilibrium that propagates quiescently over large distances. This is a significant result because there are no known analytical solutions for a periodically focused thermal equilibrium beam at high beam intensities, although such a solution is clearly accessed in the simulations.
The nonlinear ␦F formalism developed in Sec. II is applicable to a wide range of choices of equilibrium distribution F b 0 (H Ќ ) and perturbations with both azimuthal and radial variation. Future applications of the nonlinear ␦F-simulation technique will include: ͑a͒ extension to the case where the perturbations ␦F b and ␦ are allowed to have azimuthal variations ‫⌰ץ/ץ͑‬ 0͒, and ͑b͒ investigations of stability behavior for other choices of equilibrium distribution F b 0 (H Ќ ), e.g., the Gaussian inverted-population distribution in Eq. ͑24͒.
As a final point regarding the theoretical model, we em- propagation. In this regard, one promising approach for a periodic quadrupole lattice is to first carry out a Floquet transformation 43, 44 to incorporate the average effects of the focusing field. This and other approaches are currently under development by the authors for application of the nonlinear ␦F formalism to periodic quadrupole transport systems.
Finally, it should be pointed out that parametric resonances and chaotic particle motion often play an important role in the nonlinear dynamics of space-charge-dominated beams, particularly for the case of mismatched beams ͑see, e.g., Ref. 44͒ . While the present nonlinear ␦F formalism incorporates such effects self-consistently when they occur, no evidence for parametric instabilities was observed in the matched-beam simulations presented here, at least for the case of a thermal equilibrium distribution F b 0 (H Ќ ) and the range of values of phase advance ( v ϭ57.3°, and ranging from 11°to 44.7°͒ considered in the present analysis.
